Human nature has not changed much since the Stone Age. Dr. Margaret Mead, ethnologist at the American Museum of Natural History, found when she studied the Manus people in the Admiralty Islands, near the Philippines, from which she has just returned.

Dr. Mead, who lived with the Manus tribe in its village built on stilts above the water, found that these people today live in the manner of the Stone Age, which flourished in Europe 20,000 to 30,000 years ago. Their chief concession to modern progress is the use of steel knives and adzes, obtained from white men.

"But in mind and spirit," Dr. Mead declares, "the Manus people are exceedingly like us Americans. They are thoroughly commercially-minded. They have only a rudimentary sense of humor, they are just as Puritanical as we were before the war and they have a lot to learn yet about getting a good time out of life.

"With them life is real, life is earnest"—lots of dogs' teeth to be won or lost, dogs' teeth being their most valuable form of money. Unfortunately canny European traders have caused a glut in the dogs' tooth market, seriously depreciating this currency. Old men sit around and wag their heads telling each other that the world is going to the "demimond bow-wows" since it takes ten dogs' teeth today to buy what one would only pay for when they were boys.

"These people are exceedingly democratic, also. In fact, they settle all of their problems of state by quarreling it out, much as we do, except that they have no form of Government—not even a head to their tribe. Public questions are ragged over until public opinion is fairly well settled before concerted action is taken, as a rule.

"They are efficient, honest, hard-working and unimaginative except that they take advantage of the main chance—almost like good New Yorkers. Certainly no one can obtain power or public respect without accumulating wealth. Some of the greatest plutocrats in New Guinea are found in this tribe, their wealth, in addition to dogs' teeth, consisting of carved wood, shell money, pigs, oil and sago.

"Their puritanism, just as ours formerly did, depends chiefly upon establishment of property rights. A mating represents a considerable investment on the part of many people, and therefore must not be interfered with. Child betrothal is the custom. The relatives of the boy at betrothal make extensive gifts of dogs' teeth, shell money and beads to the relatives of the girl. The relatives of the girl respond in pigs, oil and sago.

"This trading relationship somewhat resembles the American custom of Christmas giving and is kept up by the relatives throughout the lives of both the boy and girl. It is practised upon every possible excuse. When the boy has his hair cut at about the age of five, for example, there are exchanges of gifts. This becomes complicated as families grow and children are betrothed. The productive economic effort, however, is very largely the occupation of fishing. Fish are traded to one mainland tribe for carved wood, the wood is traded to another group for pigs, and the pigs are traded to still another tribe for dogs' teeth. The Manus folk are apt to make a profit on each transaction.

"I have subjected my friends and neighbors to no formal tests, but observed them closely and noted my observations. This did not bother them in the least. In fact, one group describes a white man as 'one who looks in a book all the time.'

"The Manus Islander is not like many of his Polynesian cousins—he doesn't make an art of living in any way. He has no manners, and no art of any importance. Although like us he buys and sells the art of others. He lacks the charm and grace of many other South Sea tribes. Nor has he the emphasis upon sorcery found in Papua. He is just an ordinary, primitive capitalist."
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